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Key Business Areas/Divisions in Company

Company's Vision and Strategy
To give handmade carpet industry innovative products and techniques and to make 
handmade rugs more predictive in terms of strict delivery schedules or in short make them 
as industrial products. To achieve our objectives in an environment of fairness, honesty and 
courtesy towards our clients, employees, vendors and society at large.

•Complete woollen yarn spinning
•Woollen Carding System
•Semi Worsted Carding System
•Combing Plant
•Wool Scouring
•Yarn Scouring
•Dyeing

•Rug Manufacturing
•Pit loom Rugs (Capable to manufacture up till 6 Mtr. wide)
•Home Furnishing accessories

•Ware housing
•Agro projects



On-going and Future Developments Plan of the Company
1.Currently Owned Production facilities
We have a production capacity of 5000 Sqm./Month spread in 20000Sqf of construction area exclusively for 
carpets and 150000 Kgs/Month carpet yarn spread across 85000Sqf of Production area for spinning in our 
production facility. 

2.Existing Markets & Expansion Plan
Although we have a growing global presence right from European such as Netherlands, Germany. South 
American countries like Argentina, Chile etc. Asian countries like China, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, Saudi 
Arabia etc. Being in carpet business since 2014,we have a limited tapping on to the bigger clients and 
Markets. In the coming time we are concentrating hard to increase our approach into these Clients / Markets.

3. Others Key Initiatives
•We are now coming up with the international level production facility having a production area of almost 
100000sqft & production capacity level of more than 15000sqm's/month dedicated entirely to our carpet 
business which would be a major cost improvement initiative for us in terms of administration ,monitoring of 
different processes, time saving benefit for admin authorities, transportation cost benefit and industrial 
process flow.
•There will be a world class carpet Showroom that is to be built to showcase our product range to our over 
seas clients.
•Employed in the fully computerised inventory ,production and cost management system.
•Hired professionals in each and every department of work be it administration, production supervisory, 
quality control etc.



Group Mile Stones:
Wool & Woollens yarn has been our strength since years now and since last 100 years after 
continuous hard and dedicated work we have achieved several milestones in this field like: 
Since second decade of 19th century till 1965 our company use to supply wool to some of  the 
biggest renowned Indian companies like Lal Imli, Digjam, British India corporation, Raymonds, 
Dinesh etc.
•In 1965 we started trading into carpet woollen yarns.
•In 1972 we started our facility for carpet yarn manufacturing.
•In the year 1985 we had innovated the whitening of woollen yarn in continuous washing 
process.
•IN 1990'S we started manufacturing Natural colour carpet woollen yarns
•In 1996 we started, in-house dyeing facility
•In 1999 we had started the felting process of woollen yarn which was First setup in India.
•In 2010 we had started making Combed yarn for carpets which helped the industry to overcome 
the problem of shredding, Vegetable matter and inconsistency of counts.
•In 2014 we stared our carpet Business in the Name of Jey Key Rug to cater the demand of 
International market.
•In year 2016 we were the first in country to make rolled wool yarn with core lock technology 
similar to Austrian and Moroccan suppliers.



Product Categories with Speciality

1.PITLOOM RUGS
Very High Quality 
High Strength and Weight
Several innovative designs brought in with Woollen felt, other woollen and synthetic yarns.

2. HOME FURNISHING ACCESSORIES
This is a new avenue where of we are working very aggressively to expand our market on.
A team of highly efficient and qualified Designers is working to groom and develop some unique 
home furnishing accessories like Poufs, woollens and felt crafts.
Our innovations in this category involves developing CADS and unique yarns experimenting with 
natural and dyed colour to be used in Poufs



PRODUCT STRATEGY
To choose and work on designs which can be used and have a life.
We work and get inspiration from historical  best selling rug designs and develop and modify them in 
innovative ways.
We work on natural colours and use them in innovatively in our rugs in different colour patterns.
Yarn is our basic strength since years now, so we get the inspiration form nature, historical best selling 
patterns and starts with making these design in different innovative yarns and with universal best 
selling natural colours.
Our basic strategy in crux is working on high design and quality on reasonable pricing.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Yarn is our basic strength since years now, so we get the inspiration form nature, historical best selling 
patterns and starts with making these design in different innovative yarns and with universal best 
selling natural colours.
The different phases in the new product development process are as follows: 
•Development of the CAD's(computer aided designs)
•Development of the Photo shoot samples 
•Procurement of raw materials and Dyeing of the yarn for the bulk order 
•Development of the bulk samples and their approval e. submission of the Top samples and the pre 
production samples and their assessment .
•Lab testing as per the specified requirements. 


